
The case of the missing 
golden burrito and other 

weird story’s.

By Nicholas Monaco 



• CHAPTER 1 •

Billy and Bob were trying to figure out the mystery of 
the missing golden burrito.  We had just figured out 
that the golden burrito was missing the king said that 
and called Billy and Bob up and said find the golden 
burrito.  So the next day they came to the scene of 
crime but what the king did not know that it was 
someone not normally a suspect was one. 

CASE IN BURRITO LAND



• CHAPTER 2 •

The two detectives look around for 
clues for the question. Who stole the 
golden burrito?  They saw some thing 
Bob spotted it and it was a riddle that 
said who eats the least burritos in 
town?  So the king was confused he 
didn’t know anyone in town who would 
eat the least burritos because people 
had to eat burritos every single day.  So 
the detectives 

THE FIRST CLUE



thought and thought but did not come up 
with anything. But the kings son the 
prince of burrito land had a few people on 
his list once he heard about this.  These 
were the suspects 1. Joe 2. Anthony 3. 
Humpty Dumpty.  The king thought 
about what his son said and thought 
“Humpty Dumpty could not possibly be a 
suspect he’s too kid friendly.  His son said 
that he could be it because he hates 
burritos and is on a diet.  “Why because 
he’s so fat” The king said.  So it was 
settled Humpty Dumpty was a suspect.
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• Section 1 •

The first clue continued



• CHAPTER 3 •

Then Billy spotted some hot sauce so went to town to 
look for someone with hot sauce and the suspects 
that the kings son thought were the suspects were 
the suspects. So the king order his guards to bring 
those 3 suspects to the castle to be talked to.  “But 
Humpty Dumpty is to kid friendly to be taken a way” 
Said one of the guards.  “listen to my orders guards

THE SUSPECTS TRUE?



or you will get dungeon for life” Said the 
king.  So the guards went to town to get 
the suspects and they came back with 
them. So the king talked to them.  Billy 
saw a light in Joe’s house and it lead them 
in there but when they went in it was just 
a light in his house.  So they went back to 
the castle and looked for more clues.  
They saw egg shell near where the golden 
burrito was stolen. so they knew that the 
person who stole the golden burrito had 
egg shell on his hand so they inspected 
the suspects “Joe you are off the list so 
you can go back to town and live a happy 

life in burrito land so bye Joe”  Said Billy 
the detective.  
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• Section 1 •

the suspects true continued



• CHAPTER 4 •

The two detectives thought but the two suspects were hard to figure out.  Why would Humpty Dumpty do a thing like  
that he’s to kid friendly to do a crime?

STOP CALLING HIM KID FRIENDLY IT MAKES THIS 
CASE SOUND STUPID!!!!!!!!!!!
Okay then you don’t have to put it in capital letters man where were we oh yay.  Then they found some egg yolk and 
Humpty Dumpty did the crime and the king said for Humpty Dumpty Jail in burrito land for life.

The case is closed. 

WHO STOLE THE GOLDEN BURRITO?
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                               The dream of the I do not know 
One day I was at my house when a package came. It said”For Nicholas”and it said to open it now.  So I did 
and I saw a paper bag and opened it. Inside I saw a pipe cleaner , a flashlight, and a clip.  I wondered what 
it would do so I said all the names of the items.   A few seconds later it turned into a bus and i’m just like 
did that really just happen.   Well, I just gave it to my friend Billy Bob Joe and he got a  career as a bus 
driver. 

THE END 

                       
Next time join 

use for 
more weird 
news bye. 

The daily weird report news, really weird.
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Hello my name is Nicholas Monaco and I like to 
play video games.  I go to Highcroft Drive 
Elementary school.
  I live in apex N.C. I love making stories.


